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EDITORIAL
In May 1987, the second Conference on Rewriting Techniques and Applications
took place in Bordeaux and this Special Issue contains full versions of the most
significant contributions. They come from a selection of 22 papers presented at the
conference. These articles show the main tendencies and open new doors in an
already rich and exciting research field.
As an application of rewriting to mathematics, K. Madlener and F. Otto offer a
survey of recent progress in finite presentations of groups and m noids based on
string-rewriting systems and their use in deciding various problems. Unfortunately,
some equational presentations with a decidable word problem cannot be given by
a finite canonical set of rules because they involve equations like commutativity.
Equational rewriting is sometimes a way to circumvent this problem, but proofs of
completeness are complex. However, the recently introduced “proof ordering
method” make them much simpler and clearer and this is well illustrated by
L. Bachmair and N. Dershowitz. This approach requires equational unification
algorithms and J. Gallier and W. Snyder propose a method which is both general
and complete. In practice, if one tries to implement the completion, a key issue is
the efficiency of the rewrite process and it is important to know the expected
complexity of the computation of normal forms. This problem is addressed by
C. Choppy, S. Kaplan and M. Soria and requires mathematics unusual in this domain.
This issue proposes also new concepts that will be, from our point of view, the
starting point of fruitful research. For instance, priority systems play a main role
in programming language and software techniques and they deserve to be formally
studied. This is done by J.C.M. Baeten, J.A. Bergstra, J.W. Klop and W.P. Weijland.
On the other hand, many completions do not end and produce infinitely many rules.
This can often be described finitely by metarules, and decision problems can be
solved by extended rewriting techniques. H. Kirchner sets a new framework and
studies the underlying concepts and their applications.
We hope this panorama will help the specialist and the nonspecialist to get
information about the state of the art in Rewriting Techniques and will contribute
to the progress of the research in this field.
Pierre L ESCANNE
Guest-Editor
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